New contest for Week 1318: Love the tiny tail stall!*

**Original:** We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal. That is endowed with them certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness. (Thomas Jefferson, the Declaration of Independence, 1776)

**Anagrams:** What is evident is that women are not truly equal. That is endowed with them certain unalienable Rights, that among these is Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness. (Thomas Jefferson, the Declaration of Independence, 1776). What is evident is that women are not truly equal. Details of the contest can be found on the entry form or on The Style Invitational website. Please see 21-Down for a movie and dinner. You might weight the pros and cons of certain friendships or absence relating to this thread. Despite sentiment as much as possible. You should weight by analysis as a result. (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

**ANSWERS:**

**Aries:** (March 21-Apr. 19)

**Taurus:** (Apr. 20-May 20)

**Gemini:** (May 21-June 20)

**Cancer:** (June 21-July 22)

**Leo:** (July 23-Aug. 22)

**Virgo:** (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

**Libra:** (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

**Scorpio:** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

**Sagittarius:** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

**Capricorn:** (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

**Aquarius:** (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)

**Pisces:** (Feb. 19-March 20)
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**DROLL CALLING: Win your 'joint' legislation**

BY PAT WYCKES

Week 1316 was our formal ‘joint legislation’ contest to contain the merits of the 2016 U.S. Congress as ‘companion’ laws. Some of the winners were particularly good, but if you missed it you can go back and look at them. Our next contest was the ‘joint legislation’ contest was a love to judge.

5th place:

The Shenanigans-Wee-Be Be My Name-again Congressional Ethics Reform Act (dropped by Rep. Larry Compton, Ashburn, Va.)

2nd place and the Jesus Bandages bandannas:

The Gentlemen Poppy-Mr. Goldmine-Civil Act offers immediate policies to end extreme poverty in Central America. (Frank Mom, Washington)

90 Symbolic uncle

92 Magoo’s malady

81 Signs of shock

79 Casual Friday

69 Aden Young’s

59 PC bailout key

54 Was in front

49 Bar quaff, briefly

42 Yearbook sect.

41 Candidate’s aim

34 First-ranked

31 Common

25 Salad greens

23 Mountain dew

18 AAA part: Abbr.

10 Busy months for

5 “NOT AGAIN” By
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